RHM Fluid Power

A Division of Flodraulic Group

Stocking Distributor & Fluid Power System Integration Specialists Since 1958

Eaton     Industrial, mobile, marine & aerospace hydraulics
Vickers   Pumps, valves, accumulators, electronics, cylinders
Char-Lynn Motors, steering control units
Eaton     Hydrostatics, controls, pumps, motors
Filtration Self-cleaning, bag, cartridge and full-line filtration solutions
Aeroquip Full-line hose, fittings and connectors
Ingersoll-Rand Air compressors, dryers, filters, systems, parts
SMC      Pneumatic valves, actuators, air prep, connectors
PowerKool Coolant, filtration & chip management systems
Sun       Cartridge valves, integrated manifolds, modular valves
Peninsular Hydraulic & pneumatic cylinders, boosters
UEP      Electrical panels, controls, diagnostics, data acquisition
Co-Ax     Control valves for liquids, gases, air & coolant
Schroeder Filters & filtration systems, elements, diagnostics
Flo-Tork / Moog Hydraulic & pneumatic rotary actuators
Belki     Coolant conditioning, filtration and oil separation
Hawe     Compact power units, zero leak valves, pumps
API / Thermal Transfer Water & air heat exchangers, temperature controls
MayTec    Structural aluminum framing systems
Hedland   Flow meters, switches, readouts
REVEN     Mist elimination and air-cleaning systems
DMIC      Fluid power system accessories, valves, gauges
Daman     Standard bar stock & custom manifolds
miniBOOSTER Mini-hydraulic intensifiers
Delta Computer Motion controllers, sensors and signal converters
RHM       Hydraulic, lube oil, coolant, compressed air and test systems

375 Manufacturers Drive
Westland, MI  48170
734-326-5400
info@rhmfp.com / www.rhmfp.com

1550 Gezon Parkway SW
Grand Rapids, MI  49509
616-530-6300
info@rhmfp.com / www.rhmfp.com

With 30 Flodraulic locations across the United States, Canada and Italy....www.flodraulic.com